
 

 

 

 

AMOSA PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2018:  MR SEAN MURPHY 

2018 has been again a busy year for AMOSA and has seen more members becoming active 

in assisting the current volunteers. The AMO industry is continuously experiencing new 

interpretations of existing legislation and we thank the members when they inform AMOSA 

of these interpretations as they occur, so we may resolve the issues at the SACAA.  Without 

the members help, expertise and feedback, AMOSA would not exist.  

A very brief overview follows below of the year to date;  

The introduction of regular planned meetings, called “CAL”, between the SACAA and AMOs 

began and have proven to be very successful and popular. Attendance has been strong from 

both high-level management of the SACAA and AMOs, from the fixed and rotary fields. Access 

to these meetings is open to all AMOSA members and in an effort to ease attendance the 

meetings have rotated between Lanseria, Rand, Grand Central and ORT airports and going 

forward the intention is to hold CAL at other venues. These scheduled meeting have enabled 

attendees to observe issues other AMOs are having and the thoughts and direct of the SACAA. 

Issues that have been resolved/clarified on behalf of industry during the year have included, but 

not limited to, acceptance of non SANAS Calibration Certificates, use of old format Aircraft 



Weight Certificates, acceptance of AME qualifications in lieu of Degree for AMO Designated 

engineering representatives for Approval for Installations of Modifications and repairs, 

clarification of coarse material for CAT B and CAT D Turbine generals.  

I would like to thank the president of CAASA and AMOSA members for their on-going support 

and assistance whenever it was asked. In addition, I wish to thank the CAASA office staff, 

particularly Sam, whose assistance and administration work have been critical to the success of 

the CAL meetings. 

AMOSA also wishes to thank SACAA personnel, too many to mention, in assistance in resolving 

issues as they arise and having an open door to us and the industry. 

My on-going opinion is that the AMOSA Exec has the commitment to represent the industry 

and when results are achieved, the effort will be well worth it. 

SEAN MURPHY 
PRESIDENT AMOSA 


